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Details  

Language Dutch 
Synopsis Superguppie is made up of more than fifty short 

poems about everyday things as seen from the 
perspective of a child. The poems are observant, 
quirky, often funny and sometimes philosophical. They 
have simple titles like ‘beach’, ‘glasses’, ‘piano’, ‘cat’, 
‘washing up’ and ‘shadow’. The language is simple but 
playful, with frequent use of rhyme. The poet doesn’t 
shy away from sad and serious subjects, but raises 
them in a natural way, for instance when the child 
sees a dead bird lying on the pavement or passes 
homeless people on the street. More often though, a 
sense of fun and wonderment prevails. 
The first poem, ‘beach’, for instance, tells a simple 
story about a trip to the beach where the child can’t 
resist ‘refreshing’ the grown-ups who are lying flaked 
out in the sun. In the poem ‘letter’, also set on a 
beach, the child thinks about what happens to 
messages after they’ve been written on the sand. And 
in the short poem ‘glasses’, they ponder what to do 
after a catastrophic accident. 
Originally published in 2003, Superguppie was a huge 
success, winning one of the Netherland’s most 
prestigious prizes for children’s literature. Still popular 
today, the book has been reprinted many times and 
translated into many languages, including into English 
by David Colmer. 

Author 
Information 

Edward van de Vendel was born in Leerdam, the 
Netherlands, in 1964, and was a primary school 
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teacher before becoming a full-time writer. He writes 
novels for children and young adults, poetry, picture 
books, non-fiction and lyrics, and has won many 
prizes both at home and abroad. His books have been 
translated into many languages, from English, Spanish 
and Chinese to Georgian, Estonian and Catalan. In 
2011 one of his books was translated into all 11 of 
South Africa’s official languages. Besides writing his 
own books, Edward is very active in encouraging and 
promoting emerging young writers. 

Illustrator 
Information 

Fleur van der Weel was born in Middelburg, the 
Netherlands, in 1970. She first studied Law, but gave 
it up to follow her passion for illustration. Superguppie 
was her first book, Fleur has gone on to make many 
beautiful books in a range of styles. Her books have 
been republished in translation around the world. 

Publisher 
Information 

E. Querido’s Uitgeverij, Amsterdam 
Copyright text © 2003 Edward van de Vendel 
Copyright illustrations © 2003 Fleur van de Weel 
ISBN 90 451 0042 8 / NUR 291 

Where to Buy When using our resources, we always encourage you 
to buy a copy of the book. We advise contacting your 
local independent bookshop to see if they can order a 
copy or check whether it is available on bookshop.org. 

Learn More Superguppie - A Video Guide for Teachers & 
Translators 

 

  

https://uk.bookshop.org/
https://youtu.be/A6OxhqrrQww
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Take a Look Inside 
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Glossary 

Dutch English 

aan on 

alle all 
alleen just 
als as/like 

anders otherwise 

antwoord answer 
beetje bit 
ben am 

bladzij page 

brengt brings 

brief letter  

bril glasses 

de the 

dingen things 

doe do/doing 

dood dead 

een a/an 

elke each 

emmertje bucket 
en and 

even briefly 

gebroken broken 

gespat splashed 

geven give/giving 

golf wave 

grote big 

groot big 

hand hand 

heb have 

heen to 

helpen help 

hem it 

het the 

hier here 

ik I 
in in 

is is 

jee gee 

juist  on the contrary 

komt comes 

krijg get 
legt lays 

letters letters 

lezen read 

lieve sweet 
liggen lying down 

maar but 
me me 

mensen people 

met with/of 
mijn my 

moeders mothers 

moet must 
naar to 

nat wet 
niks nothing 

neer down 

nieuwe new 

nooit never 
nu now 

o oh 

of or 
ogen eyes 

overeind up 

overkant other side 
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plantjes baby plants 

plat flat 
poot leg 

problemen problems 

rood red 

schijnt shines 

schrijf write 

slap limp 

spoelt washes 

sta stand/standing 

strand beach 

tenen toes 

trekt pulls 

van from 

vingers fingers 

voet foot 
voor for 
wat what 
water water 
weer fro 

wel yes 

zand sand 

ze  they 

zee sea 

zes six 

zie see 

ziek sick 

zon sun 
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